
LESSON 8.5: THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS PART 2
Eyes To See Or Ears To Hear

CREATION  
DESTRUCTION OF 

HEAVEN AND 
EARTH



The world's elite declared a “quiet war” on the populace where they would deploy “silent weapons” at 
a meeting they held in 1954, according to a top-secret document that was later found in a surplus copier 
that had been purchased from Boeing Aircraft in 1986. 

“The quality of education given to the lower class must be of the 
poorest sort, so that the moat of ignorance isolating the inferior 
class from the superior class is and remains incomprehensible to 
the inferior class. With such an initial handicap, even bright lower 
class individuals have little if any hope of extricating themselves 
from their assigned lot in life. This form of slavery is essential to 
maintaining some measure of social order, peace, and tranquility 
for the ruling upper class.”

“The weapon is a type of biological warfare. The public cannot 
comprehend this weapon, and therefore cannot believe that they 
are being attacked and subdued by a weapon. The public might 
instinctively feel that something is wrong, but that is because of 
the technical nature of the silent weapon, they cannot express 
their feeling in a rational way, or handle the problem with 
intelligence. Therefore, they do not know how to cry for help, and 
do not know how to associate with others to defend themselves 
against it.”

“War is therefore the balancing of the systems by killing its true 
creditors (the public, which we have taught to exchange true 
value for inflated currency) and falling back on whatever is left of 
the resources of nature and the regeneration of these resources.”

---               TOP SECRET               ---

SILENT WEAPONS
FOR QUIET WARS

An introductory 
Programming manual.

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL MANUAL

TM-SW7905.1

1954



In 1968, the Club of Rome concluded a study on “The Limits of 
Growth in order to determine a method to arrest the population 
explosion. It was determined that there would be two points of 
intervention. 

The first was to “lower the birth rate” through the introduction of 
“mechanical, chemical, and medical procedures.”  This included 
creating a “Women’s Liberation movement” “with the demand 
for free abortions” as well as the encouragement of a “Gay 
Liberation” movement, as “Homosexuals do not have children.”

The second was “to increase the death rate”, where they 
decided, in lieu of picking “people out of a crowd and lining 
them up for execution”, to “develop a microbe that would attack 
the autoimmune system.” “This microbe, would be used against 
the general population and would be introduced by vaccine.” 



"Maintain humanity under 
500,000,000 in perpetual balance with 
nature; Guide reproduction wisely, 
improving fitness and diversity; Unite 
humanity with a living new language; 
Rule passion, faith, tradition, and all 
things with tempered reason; Protect 
people and nations with fair laws and 
just courts; Let all nations rule 
internally, resolving external disputes 
in a world court; Avoid petty laws and 
useless officials; Balance personal 
rights with social duties; Prize truth, 
beauty, love ... seeking harmony with 
the infinite; Be not a cancer on earth 
— leave room for nature — leave 
room for nature."

GEORGIA GUIDESTONES-AMERICA’S STONEHENGE (1980-2022)
The inscriptions on the Guidestones were meant for current and future generations. Sandblasted along the square capstone 
sitting atop the structure was the basic message: “Let these be guidestones to an age of reason,” in Babylonian cuneiform, 
Egyptian hieroglyphics, Sanskrit, and classical Greek.





The report detailed how The pandemic would 
begin when a “virus streaked around the 
world, infecting nearly 20 percent of the global 
population and killing 8 million in just seven 
months”. 
This would lead to, “A world of tighter top-
down government control and more 
authoritarian leadership, with limited 
innovation and growing citizen pushback.” 
In their scenario, “national leaders around the 
world flexed their authority and imposed 
airtight rules and restrictions, from the 
mandatory wearing of face masks to body-
temperature checks at the entries to 
communal spaces like train stations and 
supermarkets.”

The Rockefeller Foundation and Global Business Network wrote a report entitled, “Scenarios for the Future of 
Technology and International Development” a/k/a OPERATION LOCKSTEP in May 2010.



The Eternal Chessboard of Powers and 
Principalities: Which Side Are You On?

In the vast expanse of the cosmos, on the Eternal chessboard of powers and 
principalities, a  never-ending game of chess unfolds, a metaphorical dance of light 
vs. darkness where at stake is the fate of the souls of mankind.

In this cosmic arena, every man and woman must choose their role among the 
pieces as they are thrust into the game. Those who try to opt out, through their 
ignorance, apathy, or inaction, will be forced into assuming the predetermined role 
of a pawn, where they will become a sacrificial lamb for the betterment of the 
cosmic players on the side of darkness. This grand spectacle showcases the 
eternal struggle between powers and principalities, as they marshal their forces to 
determine the destiny of the universe.

As part of the rules of the game, the powers and principalities of darkness must tell 
you what they plan to do in advance, but their warning has fallen on deaf ears.





In Order to Not Be Deceived, Understand:





MOTIVE: BUILD A CITY WITH 
TEMPLES, BUILDINGS &  
STATUES TO HONOR HIM.

In 64 A.D. Nero set fire to 
2/3 of Rome.

Blame the Christians.

Hunted, Arrested, and 
Tortured Christians.



MOTIVE: CONTROL THE 
CURRENCY OF THE UNITED 
STATES.

Create a Banking 
Emergency in 1907.

Sink the Titanic and with it 
the opposition.

Have your lackey sign the Federal Reserve 
Act into law two days before Christmas.



MOTIVE: DESTROY EVIDENCE IN 
BUILDING 7 & INVADE IRAQ 
FOR OIL SO & SURVEILLANCE 
OF AMERICANS 

Launch a Terrorist attack.

Pledge Revenge.

Invade Iraq, Surveil U.S. Citizens in 
the name of National Security.





CONTEXT? Almost every word has many shades of meaning and 
therefore needs to be interpreted by the context. 
Context or linguistic context refers to the words and sentences that 
surround any part of a discourse and that help to determine 
its meaning. Each of us assign meaning to words differently so it is 
important that you understand the context that the purveyor is using.  
Ex. In 1956 Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev told Western ambassadors My vas pokhoronim!, which 
is a Russian idiom that means roughly “we will outlast you” – in other words, that communism 
would prevail in the long run. Against the background of a nuclear arms race.”  The West translated 
the information in English to mean, “We will bury you” which was an altogether more sinister 
meaning.. Five years later the Cuban missile crisis brought the Soviet Union and the United States to 
the brink of nuclear war. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/28/opinion/sunday/why-mistranslation-matters.html




1. Lucifer is God, and unfortunately, Adonay is 
also god.

2. Priests and Rabbis have got it backward, 
and they are all slandering his name. The 
true and pure philosophical religion is the 
belief in Lucifer, the equal of Adonay; but 
Lucifer, God of Light and God of Good, is 
struggling for humanity against Adonay, 
the God of Darkness and Evil.

HERE IS WHAT THEY BELIEVE AND WHY THEY ARE SO MAD





NIMROD

SONS OF CANAAN

1st Mason



TOWER OF BABEL
NIMROD who BUILT THE TOWER OF BABEL IN DEFIANCE 
AND REBELLION AGAINST GOD (Genesis 10:10; 11:2). 

Saturn is also another name for Nimrod who is 
considered by some Masons to be one of the founders 
of Masonry. According to the Bible, Nimrod built the 
Tower of Babel which displeased God, but Masonic 
writer John Yarker boasts that: “It is well known that the 
TOWER OF BABEL WAS ONE OF THE MOST ANCIENT 
TRADITIONS OF MASONRY....”

All other world religions have their start in Babylon at 
the Tower of Babel which means “Gate of God”.

Nimrod means “He Rebelled.”.  God destroyed the tower 
and scattered the people, confusing their languages.

They took with them the oral tradition passed down 
from Adam and Eve and created their own version of the 
prophesized Jesus story and trinity.





NIMROD TREE aka SATURNALIAN TREE
Evergreen symbolizes never dying.



ISIS atop Capital Building
Dome & Wreath symbolizes the womb.



Solomon Turns from God 1Now King Solomon loved many foreign women along with the daughter of Pharaoh: 
Moabite, Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian, and Hittite women, 2from the nations concerning which the LORD had said 
to the sons of Israel, “You shall not associate with them, nor shall they associate with you, for they will surely turn 
your heart away after their gods.” Solomon held fast to these in love. 1 Kings 11:1-2

https://biblehub.com/1_kings/11-1.htm
https://biblehub.com/1_kings/11-2.htm


SONS OF CANAAN
Hiram Abiff  2nd Mason
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